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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary 15 December 2009
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

International Clips on Liberia

International Clips on West Africa

Guinea
Guinea's "Wall Street" feeling different crisis
CONAKRY, Dec 15 (Reuters) - Replace the bulls and bears with sheep and chickens, the sky-scrapers
with tin-roofed shacks, and New York's finest with West Africa's most murderous military. This is
Guinea's "Wall Street". And yes, the market is down. Some $2 million worth of currency is traded
daily on this narrow potholed street, fueled by leaks in the central bank that allow merchants to sell
Guinean francs 30 percent below the official rate. But both trade and the currency have taken a
beating here due to a financial crisis unlike that hitting the rest of the world: the botched
assassination bid on this country's junta leader Captain Moussa Dadis Camara earlier this month.
"One American dollar will get you 6,200 Guinean francs," said 'Wall Street' trader Alpha Ba. "Before,
it was about 5,700." Traders said they've seen activity on the black market slump as expatriates -many of them working for mining firms in this bauxite producing nation -- leave the country for fear
of deepening political turmoil. Guinea has been on edge since Camara took power in a bloodless
coup last December following the death of President Lansana Conte, and mediation attempts have so
far failed to move the nation closer to elections.

Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone Woman Barred from Becoming Chief
BBC 15 December 2009

Members of a Sierra Leone traditional group have besieged a woman's house and stopped her from
going home after she launched a legal bid to become a chief. Elizabeth Simbiwa Sogbo-Tortu was
barred from an election to the chiefdom because she was a woman.
She lost an initial appeal against the ban - a ruling condemned by women's rights groups who are
vowing to take her case to the Supreme Court. A BBC correspondent says politicians are afraid of
angering traditionalists. The BBC's Umaru Fofana in Freetown says the politicians also do not want to
antagonise women - making them afraid of the whole issue. Women are barred from becoming
chiefs in the Northern Province and most of the east but they are allowed in southern Sierra Leone.

Local Media – Newspaper

UNMIL Worried About Situation in Guinea
(Daily Observer, The Inquirer, Heritage,)

•

The United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) says it is worried over the unclear situation in
neighboring Guinea.
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•
•
•

Speaking to journalists on Monday at the Ministry of National Defense, the Special
Representative of the Secretary-General, Ellen Margrethe Løj said the mission is on full alert
and has increased patrols along the Liberia-Sierra Leone border.
The UN Envoy hoped the situation will not further degenerate adding that UNMIL is taking all
measures to prevent a spill-over into Liberia.
The visit of the SRSG to the Ministry of National Defense was to officially introduce UNMIL’s
new Force Commander, Lt/Gen. Sikander Afzal to Defense authorities.

State Security Investigates Publisher of Plain Truth Newspaper
(New Vision, The News, National Chronicle, The Analyst)

•
•
•
•

The Executive Mansion says the National Security Agency (NSA) is investigating the publisher
of a local daily, the Plain Truth for a story it published alleging that Government is supplying
arms and ammunition to dissident in neighboring Guinea.
Addressing journalists, Presidential Press Secretary, Cyrus Badio said Publisher Syrenius
Cephus will be expected to provide investigators with details of the story in which he quoted
Guinean Military intelligence.
At the same time, the Executive Mansion has confirmed the arrest and detention of the
Manager of the SEMARCO Printing Press, Michael Makinde in connection to the printing of the
news article.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of Information has clarified that the arrest of the two men is in no
way intended to muzzle the press but to investigate an “erroneous” publication.

Montserrado County Authorities Rubbished Media Reports of Tampering with Development
Funds
(The Inquirer)
•
•
•

The Montserrado County Administration has reacted to reports that the county development
funds (CDF) have been tampered with.
The clarification comes in the wake of media reports quoting the County’s Legislative Caucus
as saying that money for the development of Montserrado is endangered.
The county authorities say contrary to the reports 28 projects, including the construction of
foot bridges, town and administration halls as well as hand pumps have been implemented
from money under the fund.

Suspects in the little Angel Togba Murder Case Waive Jury Trial
(Heritage, New Democrat, The Inquirer, Daily Observer, The Informer)
•
•
•
•
•

Hans Williams and his fiancée, Mardea Paykue who have pleaded not guilty to the murder of
13-year old Angel Togba have opted to waive jury trial.
Though state lawyers resisted the motion, Criminal Court “B” Judge, Blamo Dickson granted
the motion saying it was made in line with constitutional provision.
Angel was found dead in November 2007, hanging from a rope in the bathroom of her
guardians.
Despite claims by her guardians, Hans Williams and Mardea Paykue that she hanged herself,
reports suggested the accused created the bathroom scene to hide the truth.
The two were accused in connection with the murder.

All Set for State-Owned University of Liberia 88th Commencement Convocation
(New Vision, New Democrat, Daily Observer)
•
•
•

The Administration of the state-owned University of Liberia (UL) says all is now set for the
88th commencement convocation tomorrow.
Authorities at the University said over 1,500 candidates from under graduate colleges and
professional schools at the UL will receive degrees in various disciplines.
The University of Liberia Associate Vice President and Dean of Student Affairs,
Dr. Julius
Nelson said 124 students will come from the post-graduate programmes including Regional
Science, Law School, Education, College of Medicine and MBA Finance.
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•

Meanwhile, the oath and honour ceremony for 13 graduating students of the A.M. Digliotti
College of Medicine took place yesterday in Monrovia.

Government Threatens To Audit NGOs… Planning Ministry Discloses
(The Analyst)
•
•
•
•
•

Government has announced plans to ask the General Auditing Commission (GAC) to audit
non-governmental organizations operating in the country.
Planning and Economic Affairs Minister Amara Konneh said NGOs operating in the country will
soon be subjected to forensics audit by the government through the GAC.
With the announcement, tension is seeping with observers questioning the moral authority of
the government to embark on such scheme.
Others say government is trying to overstep its duties by endeavoring to do what is not its
duty.
Reports say NGOs are not answerable to the government but to those who are giving them
grants to execute projects.

Liberia’s Consul General to Central America Gives US$1M For Construction of Local
Polytechnic
(The Analyst, The Informer, National Chronicle)

•
•
•
•
•
•

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has praised Liberia’s honorary consul and ambassador-at-large
to Central America, Mr. David Straz for contributing to the revamping and expansion of
quality educational facilities in the country.
Mr. Straz contributed US$1 million to the construction of the polytechnic college currently
under construction in Sinje, Grand Cape Mount County.
President Sirleaf the contribution was vital to the project because it ensured the early and
timely completion of the construction work being spearheaded by Chinese contractors.
This is not the first time Mr. Straz has contributed to educational development in Liberia.
It can be recalled that two years ago he contributed towards the renovation of the privatelyrun College of West Africa (CWA) in Monrovia.
The Sinje Polytechnic College project was begun by the Samuel Doe Administration in the
1980s, but it was abandoned for unexplained reasons.

President Sirleaf Dedicates US$100,000 Deaf and Mute School
(The News, The Informer, Heritage)

•
•
•
•

A renovated Deaf and Mute Mission school in the Barnersville suburb has been dedicated.
Speaking at the dedication ceremony, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf commended the Liberia
Ship and Corporate Registry (LISCR) for the provision of the US$100,000 grant used for the
rehabilitation of the school.
Meanwhile, following the dedication of building doubts have been raised regarding the
expenditure of the money provided by LISCR.
Community residents criticized the poor quality of the works saying they doubt whether the
full amount was spent on the renovation work.

Public Works Minister Satisfy with Progress on Bopolu-Bella Yella Road
(The Inquirer, Daily Observer, Heritage, The Informer)
• Public Works Minister Samuel Kofi Woods has expressed satisfaction over the level of work
done on the Bopolu- Bella Yella road but called on engineers to remain focus to the
completion of the road.
• Speaking during a visit at the road project site at the weekend, Minister Woods said with the
level of work done on the road, the official opening of the road set for December 18, seemed
imminent.
• The Chief Engineer of PEALAT Liberia Construction Company, Mr. Aaron Joboe expressed
confidence that the road will be completed before the eve of the Christmas celebration and
promised that remaining 10 mile road will be aggressively worked on to reach the Town of
Belle Yella.
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Local Media – Star Radio (culled from website today at 09:00 am)

NSA Investigates Publisher of Plain Truth Newspaper
(Also reported on Radio Veritas, Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)

All Set for State-Owned University of Liberia 88th Commencement Convocation
(Also reported on Radio Veritas, Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Radio Veritas (News monitored today at 9:45 am)

Montserrado County Authorities Rubbished Media Reports of Tampering with Development
Funds
(Also reported on Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)

FAWE-Liberia, Seven Vocational Institute Sign MOU
• The Forum for African Women Educationalists (FAWE) and seven vocational and technical
institutions are due to sign a memorandum of understanding today.
• The MOU seeks to empower 200 girls who are not in school but are undergoing vocational
training.
• The signing ceremony is part of activities marking the 11th anniversary of FAWE-Liberia.
• A FAWE statement said the vocational and technical institutions include the Booker
Washington Institute, Stella Maris Polytechnic, Monrovia Vocational Training Centre and
William V.S. Tubman University in Harper among others.
• The celebration is being held under the theme: “It’s Not Too Late Go Back to School Girls”.
Suspects in the little Angel Togba Murder Case Waive Jury Trial
(Also reported on Sky F.M., Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Truth F.M. (News monitored today at 10:00 am)
UNMIL Worried About Situation in Guinea
****
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New Democrat (Monrovia)
Tuesday, 15 December 2009
Liberia: Timber Thieves? Millions - LBDI Accounts, Several Former Officials Listed as Legal
Battle Begins In France
Joe K. Roberts
New documents reveal how the country's lucrative timber business was run after the war from 1997, with
former President Charles Taylor, his son Chuckie Taylor now jailed for 97 years, his brother Bob Taylor,
and several government officials along with Lebanese forming a syndicate through which millions of
dollars from depleting forests went into their personal accounts.
Several accounts at the Liberia Bank for Development & Investment (LBDI) amounting to millions of
dollars have been uncovered, prompting a legal battle in a French court over the alleged squandering of
Liberia's forest products during the Presidency of former President Charles Taylor.
A French Public Prosecutor is now studying account statements from LBDI, payment order from the
Finance Ministry then and a personal checking account (#00-201-32451-01) in the name of former
President Taylor. One bank statement shows a US$2m credit and a Debit slip showing £2M payment to
Charles Taylor. A Ministry of Finance document instructs Oriental Timber Company (OTC) to pay
US$2m in taxes to Taylor.
Key actors, according to legal briefings now before the French court, are: Charles Taylor, President of
Liberia 1997-2003; Gus Kouwenhoven and the Oriental Timber Corporation (OTC); Mohammed Salame
and Mohammed Group of Companies (MGC); Abbas Fawaz and Maryland Wood Processing Industries
(MWPI); Oscar Cooper and Inland Logging Company (ILC); Demetrius B. Taylor commonly known as
Bob Taylor, Managing Director Forestry Development Authority, brother of Charles Taylor and Charles
"Chuckie" Taylor, Jr., Managing Director of one of the Fawaz logging companies.
International advocacy groups have taken on the challenge of retrieving the millions.
Armed with the contracts, concessionaire, financial documents and including the LBDI bank statements,
Global Witness and Sherpa, along with Green-peace France, Amis de la Terre, have lodged a complaint
before the Public Prosecutor at the Court of Nantes against Dalhoff, Larsen and Horneman (DLH).
According to the claimants, by importing timber from forest concessions operated by unscrupulous and
corrupt Liberian companies, the French arm of DLH is guilty of 'recel' - the handling of and profiting from
goods obtained illegally, punishable under French criminal law.
It is claimed that DLH purchased timber acquired through corrupt means, from logging concessions
operating illegally and in an environmentally destructive manner.
"DLH's suppliers operated throughout the civil war in Liberia with impunity, stripping the country of its
natural resource wealth. DLH knew where the timber was coming from, and who was benefiting from the
sales, and yet it carried on regardless," said Patrick Alley, Director of Global Witness. "In recent years
DLH has portrayed itself as a responsible corporate citizen, but it has never made any efforts to repatriate
the profits it made from illegal timber supplies from Liberia, one of the world's poorest countries, or even
apologized for its actions there."
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The complaint alleges that DLH France traded in wood originating from Liberian timber companies that
failed to comply with Liberian law and/or did not have a legal right to operate.
The complaint will rely on strong evidence of its suppliers' involvement in corruption, tax evasion,
environmental degradation, UN arms sanctions violations and gross human rights abuses.
Revenue from forestry was a major source of funding for President Charles Taylor's illicit off-budget
activities during the conflict. Timber sales enabled Taylor to procure arms in breach of UN sanctions, to
wage a campaign of violence, which saw over 250,000 people killed and almost 1 million displaced. The
warring parties committed atrocious abuses and the conflict caused serious economic and environmental
damage. Today, Liberia remains one of the world's poorest countries; the economy was left in ruins and
the security situation still volatile. Taylor is now standing trial for war crimes at the Special Court for
Sierra Leone.
Campaigners warned DLH of the links between its business and funding for the conflict as early as 2001.
However, instead of ceasing its trade, the company accepted timber from Liberian vendors on which
identifying mark were absent. This was contrary to standard industry practice, concealed the origin of the
timber and prevented any public scrutiny of its Liberian purchasing and importation practices. It was not
until the United Nations Security Council timber embargo came into force in July 2003 that DLH ceased
its Liberian imports. A timber embargo was first recommended by the UN Panel of Experts in 2001.
"Despite repeated warnings from campaign groups, DLH failed to halt its bloody trade, only acting when
UN timber sanctions forced its hand. Considering the vast amount of evidence showing the link between
logging and the conflict, French authorities should launch an investigation into the activities of DLH in
Liberia," said William Bourdon of Sherpa.
Gregoire Lejonc, of Green-peace added "the illegal wood trade contributes to the plunder and destruction
of the world's remaining natural forests. The EU is still importing large quantities of illegal wood with
complete impunity. It is high time the judiciary took this into consideration and European states need to
implement legislation in order to stop this scandal
DLH France and DLH-Nordisk make up the hardwood division of DLH A/S (collectively referred to as
DLH). DLH is a Danish group active in the timber market since 1908. DLH consists of a number of
associated companies organized into three producing divisions: Hardwood, Timber & Board, and Building
Materials. The Hardwood Division, which is the focus of the Complaint, is operated by DLH Nordisk A/S
and has a number of offices worldwide including in France. Until early 2007, and for the period relevant
for the Complaint, DLH Nordisk A/S operated in France through two companies: Indubois and Nordisk
Bois.
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The Daily Nation (Kenya)
Tuesday, 15 December 2009
ICC to decide over Kenya victims' compensation

ICC prosecutor Luis
Moreno-Ocampo.
Photo/FILE
Experts from the
International Criminal
Court are in Kenya to
assess whether any of the
post-election violence
victims qualify for
compensation.
This will aid the Pre-Trial Chamber in determining whether the ICC prosecutor Louis Moreno-Ocampo can launch
investigations in Kenya.
The team of three from the Victims Participation and Reparations Section have been ordered by the judges to give a
report outlining steps taken in gathering the representations from victims by Monday next week.
The move signals that The Hague is firmly focused on Kenya despite the court having broken for its annual Judicial
Winter recess last Friday. The recess is scheduled to end on January 4, according to the ICC calendar.
The officers in the country include Ms Claudia Perdomo who is the Head of the Outreach Unit, Legal Officers Ms
Gabriela Gonzalez and Ms Megan Hirst. The ICC has also clarified that it has not any anytime sent investigators in
the country and this can only be done once the Pre-Trial Chamber authorises.
Last week, Justice Minister Mutula Kilonzo announced that the ICC had already set a time to conduct
investigations in Kenya. The minister told journalists in Mombasa on Thursday that the investigators are preparing
prosecutions for key perpetrators of last year’s post-election violence.
On Thursday, the Pre-Trial Chamber issued the order aimed at seeks ways in which victims of the post-election
violence can make representations to the judges. Yesterday, the officers engaged civil society groups that have links
to post-election violence victims for most of the morning at the Palacina hotel in Nairobi.
The order, a copy of which the Daily Nation has seen, gives the team, which will also be handling all other
communication received by the ICC from victims four, tasks. It is signed by the three pre-trial judges – Ekaterina
Trendafilova, Hans-Peter Kaul and Cuno Tarfusser.
The judges have asked the team to identify “community leaders of the affected groups” who will act on behalf of
the victims who wish to make representations. They have also been asked to receive the representations whether
collective or individual.
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Ms Perdomo and her team are also urged to ensure that all representations received are in accordance with the Rule
85 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence. The rule defines victims as “natural persons who have suffered harm as
a result of the commission of any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court”.
It also adds that victims may include organizations or institutions that have sustained direct harm to any of their
property, which is dedicated to religion, education, art or science or charitable purposes.
The fourth task for the officers, according to the order dated December 10, is to summarise this representations into
one report and attach the originals as annexes. The judges add that all information is been collected on a voluntary
basis.
“The Chamber wishes to emphasise that the VPRS should clarify in all activities and contacts with community
leaders of the affected groups or victims the purely voluntary nature of such possible representations i.e. whether
they wish to express their position on a possible investigations or not,” the order reads in part.
On November 23, Mr Moreno-Ocampo notified victims that they had 30 days to send their comments to the pretrial chamber on whether investigations should be opened in Kenya. The prosecutor gave a postal address through
which the victims can send their representations.
According to the ICC head of Public Information and Documentation Section, Ms Sonia Robla that the three-judge
bench handling the Kenyan case was unlikely to make any decision until after their recess.
“There are no judicial developments with regard to the decision of the judges and do not expect it before the
recess,” Ms Robla told the Daily Nation.
Expectations were high that the ICC would move in on Kenya by this week. Mr Moreno-Ocampo had indicated last
month that he expected the pre-trial chamber to approve his request to launch investigations by mid-December,
allowing him to start work early next year.
On November 26, the prosecutor placed before The Hague’s pre-trial chamber the request for his intention to start
investigations, marking the start of a process to punish perpetrators. This followed Kenya’s failure to set up a local
judicial mechanism to try the suspects.
Last week, Imenti Central MP Gitobu Imanyara on ice a Bill seeking to establish a local tribunal after MPs snubbed
its debate thrice. A similar attempt by former Justice minister Martha Karua flopped while another by her
successor, Mr Mutula Kilonzo was short down in Cabinet.
The Hague now seems to be the only option for victims of the post-election violence to secure justice. The chaos
resulted in the death of 1,133 and displacement of 600,000 people.
In a 42-page document presented to the three ICC judges to convince them that crimes against humanity had been
committed, Mr Ocampo said the killings were elaborately planned and executed and zeroed on two key scenarios.
His document focuses on an attack at Kiambaa Church in Eldoret in which 17 people were burnt alive. The attack
will be the centrepiece of The Hague investigations and prosecution in Kenya. A similar attack in Naivasha on
January 27, 2008 where 13 people died after they were locked in a house which was set on fire, will also be key to
the investigations.
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The Rome Statute requires that the prosecutor shows that there is a reasonable basis to believe that crimes within
the jurisdiction of the court were committed and that there are no relevant local structures to deal with those crimes.
International Centre for Policy and Conflict executive director Ndung’u Wainaina Monday lashed out at Mr
Kilonzo for claiming that ICC had sent investigators n the country. Mr Wainaina said that the investigators could
only be sent after the Pre-Trial Chamber authorises that prosecutor to launch investigations.
“It is sad to note that some politicians are misleading the public that the prosecutors are already in the country
thereby creating overwhelming expectations from public and victims of post-election violence,” Mr Wainaina said.
He added; “At the moment, Kenya is not yet officially an ICC situation until the office of the prosecutor is granted
authorisation by the pre-trial chambers”.
Additional Reporting by Mike Mwaniki

Government, Kenya Human Rights Commission Disagree over ICC Investigation of Election
Violence
The International Criminal Court is widely expected to announce that it will open investigations to
identify and prosecute the main perpetrators of post-election violence in Kenya.
By Cathy Majtenyi

Photo: VOA Image

In the agonizing months
following the disputed
December 2007 elections,
more than 1,200 Kenyans
lost their lives, some 600,000
people were displaced, and
millions of dollars' worth of
property was destroyed.
The two main presidential
candidates signed a powersharing agreement at the end
of February 2008.
The power-sharing deal led to commitments to stop the violence immediately, overcome the political
crisis, promote reconciliation and healing, and implement long-term government and security reforms.
A government body known as the Waki Commission released a report in late 2008 calling for Kenyan
authorities to set up a Special Tribunal to investigate the post-election violence and bring perpetrators to
justice, or hand the case over to the International Criminal Court (ICC).
The first part of 2009 saw lawmakers argue about, and eventually reject, the Special Tribunal.
Mwalimu Mati is executive director of the government watchdog, Mars Group Kenya:
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"When we look at the Waki Commission [and] the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights'
investigation into post-election violence, both of them describe a situation in which high-level politicians,
aspects of the business elite, prominent Kenyans really, are the organizers, the financiers, and the
masterminds behind the post-election violence," he said.
The ICC kept a keen eye on events unfolding in Kenya.
In July, a high-level Kenyan government delegation met with ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo in
The Hague and set September 30 as the deadline to set up the Special Tribunal.
Around the same time, power-sharing mediator and former United Nations chief Kofi Annan handed
Moreno-Ocampo a sealed envelope with the names of top suspects.
The deadline to set up the Special Tribunal came and went.
Government spokesman Alfred Mutua says the failure to set up the tribunal was due more to technical
errors than lack of political will.
"To tell you the truth, the government is not very pleased with the whole idea of the ICC taking over the
prosecutions," he explained. "This is because as a country we should be able to manage our own internal
affairs."
Mars Group Kenya's Mati disagrees.
"In order to accept that there will be accountability through the Special Tribunal, the government has to
sacrifice some of its members or make them subject to domestic court proceedings," he said. "This is a
political sacrifice they are unwilling to make."
On November 26, Moreno-Ocampo announced he would ask ICC judges to open investigations to identify
and prosecute high-level perpetrators. Earlier that week, he invited victims of the post-election violence
to submit their testimonies to the ICC.
"These alleged crimes were part of a widespread systematic attack against the Kenyan civilian
population," he said.
ICC involvement is good news for Kenya, says Muthoni Wanyeki, executive director of the Kenya
Human Rights Commission.
"I think it sends a very, very powerful message to those who are involved in the violence at all levels that
this is not going to go away, that the survivors' needs must be paramount, and that there will be an
accounting," she said.
Mars Group Kenya's Mati says he thinks the domestic judicial system is unable to handle all the cases of
post-election violence.
He says referring high-level cases to the ICC and setting up the Special Tribunal will speed up delivery of
long-awaited justice in Kenya.
But human rights activists say they are worried about the safety of those sending evidence to the ICC.
They say Kenyan government structures to protect whistleblowers are weak or non-existent.
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International Criminal Court: Justice or racial double standards?
BY MARY KIMANI
The indictment by the International Criminal Court of Sudanese President Omar Al-Bashir for war crimes
and crimes against humanity allegedly committed by government forces in
Darfur has provoked a crisis in relations between the court and the African
Union (AU). It has added further heat to an often angry debate about the
court’s role in Africa. Simmering unhappiness with the ICC flared into a
public break on 14 July, when the AU announced that it would not cooperate
with the ICC warrant for Mr. Bashir’s arrest. The African leaders said they
were unhappy with the “manner in which the prosecution against President
Bashir has been conducted, the publicity-seeking approach of the ICC
prosecutor” and the UN Security Council’s refusal of the AU request to defer
the indictment while peace efforts continued.
The indictment is the latest evidence, critics argue, that the ICC, which to date has brought cases solely
against Africans, is placing undue emphasis on the continent. Supporters of the ICC worry that such
arguments diminish the seriousness of the charges and point out that some of the loudest critics are other
African leaders who fear they might one day face similar charges.
The dispute is a far cry from the welcome the court received when it was established. Chidi Anselm
Odinkalu, head of the Africa justice programme of the non-governmental Open Society Institute, explains
why many Africans initially embraced the court. “Most people in our continent are, like me, children of
war, want and deprivation, caused mostly by bad government,” he noted in an article posted online by the
African publisher Pambazuka. “This is why most of us supported the establishment of the ICC. We
believed the court would help to end high-level impunity for mass atrocities.”
Focus on Africa
The warrant for the Sudanese president brought concerns about the court’s Africa focus to a head. In
February 2009, the African Union argued that a legal process would undermine ongoing regional peace
efforts in which Mr. Bashir was an active participant. “The search for justice should be pursued in a way
that does not impede or jeopardize efforts aimed at promoting lasting peace,” AU leaders stated. They also
reiterated their concern about a possible “misuse of indictments against African leaders.”
Other responses were angrier. Jean Ping, the president of the AU Commission, told the French radio
network RFI that the “ICC always targets … Africans. Does it mean that you have nothing on Gaza? Does
it mean you have nothing [on the] Caucasus? Does it mean that you have nothing on the militants in
Colombia? There is nothing on Iraq? We are raising this type of question because we don’t want a double
standard.” The ICC “has been put in place only for African countries, only for poor countries,” charged
Rwandan President Paul Kagame, whose rebel movement ended genocide in that country in 1994. “Every
year that passes, I am proved right… Rwanda cannot be part of colonialism, slavery and imperialism.”
Responding to charges that the court is “targeting” Africa, Sylvia Steiner, an ICC judge from Brazil, notes
that three of the four cases currently before the court were referred by African governments themselves.
The Security Council’s decision to refer the case of Darfur, she adds, followed an investigation by a UN
commission.
Weak judicial systems
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Human rights lawyers Olympia Bekou and Sangeeta Shah, who have written extensively on the court,
observe that there would be less need for the ICC to engage in Africa if the continent’s governments did a
better job of bringing to justice those responsible for atrocities. That “should be the ultimate goal of every
state,” they argue.
Solomon Dersso, a senior researcher with the South African–based Institute of Security Studies, argues
that the ICC’s focus on Africa is the product of weak national judicial systems incapable of prosecuting
the powerful. While donors have invested millions of dollars supporting international tribunals, he notes,
they have not given much support to Africa’s domestic judicial systems. This has prevented Africa’s
courts from developing the ability to try such crimes, in turn making it harder for a culture of human
rights and respect for the rule of law to take root.
However, Richard Goldstone, a former prosecutor of the international tribunals for Rwanda and
Yugoslavia, acknowledges perceptions that the indictments are regionally skewed. In an article published
by the International Bar Association, Mr. Goldstone said that “the ICC has a responsibility to ensure that
there is balance in the investigation and prosecution of cases … in other parts of the world….Where there
is sufficient evidence,” such investigations should “lead to timely prosecutions.”
Fighting impunity
For the many victims of atrocities in Africa, such considerations are beside the point, notes Kofi Annan,
the Ghanaian former UN Secretary-General. In a newspaper article in June he wrote that, “the African
opponents of the international court argue that it is fixated on Africa because its four cases so far all
concern alleged crimes against African victims. One must begin by asking why African leaders shouldn’t
celebrate this focus on African victims….Is the court’s failure to date to answer the calls of victims
outside of Africa really a reason to leave the calls of African victims unheeded?”
Despite the controversy, public support for the ICC still seems strong. More than 130 civil society and
human rights groups from 30 African countries have called on their governments to rethink their
opposition to the Bashir indictment, and 77 per cent of Kenyans and 71 per cent of Nigerians surveyed in
a recent poll approved of it.
Rather than opposing the court’s warrants, argues the Open Society’s Mr. Odinkalu, the AU should
improve coordination among African governments, the ICC and the UN to address Africa’s concerns.
More importantly, he argues, “the African Union must translate its rhetoric against impunity into action,
showing that…it will not issue a free pass to those — big or small — who violate Africans.”
Ms. Mary Kimani is
a writer for United
Nations
Africa
Renewal magazine.

Phnom Penh,
Cambodia
Phnom Penh,
Cambodia
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Cambodia's UN backed war crimes court has for the first time issued genocide charges against two leaders
of the brutal Khmer Rouge regime, a tribunal spokesman said Wednesday.
Former Khmer Rouge number two Nuon Chea and foreign minister Ieng Sary were both charged over the
hardline communist regime's slaughter of Vietnamese people and ethnic Cham muslims during the 1970s,
spokesman Lars Olsen told AFP.
"This week both Nuon Chea and Ieng Sary have been brought before the investigating judges and
informed they are being charged with genocide against the Cham muslims and the Vietnamese," Olsen
said.
"This is the first time that anyone has been charged with genocide" at the UN backed tribunal, he added.
Source: AFP

Brasilia, Brazil
Brasilia, Brazil
Brazil's president will propose
a truth commission to
investigate torture during the
country's 1964-85 military
dictatorship.
The move by President Luiz
Inacio Lula da Silva could
marks a rare step by Brazil
toward tackling the thorny
question of dictatorship-era abuses.
Unlike neighboring countries such as Argentina and Chile, Brazil has never tried anyone for the murder and
widespread torture of dissidents during its dictatorship, which pushed an amnesty law through a weak Congress in
1979.
The human rights minister, Paulo Vannuchi, said in an interview over the weekend that Lula will sign a decree next
week to create the truth commission, which must be approved by Congress. A spokesperson for the minister
confirmed those details to Reuters on Monday.
Brazil would be unable to tackle its modern-day human rights problems, which include widespread abuses by
police, without addressing past abuses, Vannuchi said in the interview with the UOL Noticias Internet news site.
"We believe there is a relationship between torture today and the impunity of all the torture that went before,
including during the dictatorship," he said.
The truth commission proposal would be released next Monday, he said. Brazil's Supreme Court is now considering
a case that argues that torture is not covered by the amnesty law.
The popular Lula, who by law may not run for a third term next year, has emphasized forgiveness over prosecution.
Former union leader Lula and several members of his Cabinet were arrested and tortured during the dictatorship.
A justice ministry commission toured Brazil this year, asking victims and their families for forgiveness and
awarding many financial compensation.
But some members of Lula's government have pushed for trials against former military officers. Brazil's stillinfluential military strongly opposes further torture investigations or revising the amnesty law.
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Jose Miguel Vivanco, the Americas director for U.S.-based Human Rights Watch, said a truth commission was a
welcome step but it remained to be seen what kind of process it would begin. A commission aimed at reconciliation
rather than justice could be a means to prematurely draw a line under the past without accountability, he said.
"In general, truth commissions are very much welcome as long as they are understood as the beginning of a process
that no one really controls," he said.

